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Introduction: Northwest Africa (NWA) 011 is a basaltic 

achondrite. It was initially classified into non-cumulate eucrites 
[1], but later recognized as an anomalous achondrite based on 
Fe/Mn ratio and oxygen isotopic composition [2]. NWA 2976 
was found in 2005 and was listed as an ungrouped achondrite, 
being paired with NWA 011, mainly from mineralogical observa-
tion [3]. In the previous report, we pointed that NWA 011 has 
high contents of siderophile elements such as Co, Ni and Ir, and 
tentatively proposed that these siderophile elements were intro-
duced by projectile through impact [2]. An alternative mecha-
nism was suggested for the source of siderophiles, which were 
proposed to be indigenous to the parent body of NWA 011 [4]. 
Here, we present new data sets of NWA 011 and NWA2976, and 
discuss the uniqueness of these meteorites in terms of chemical 
composition. Our discussion covers the possibility of their being 
paired and the source of siderophile elements (especially, plati-
num group elements) in both NWAs. 

Chemical Analyses: Major, minor and trace element compo-
sitions were non-destructively determined by activation analyses 
(PGA, INAA and IPAA). Platinum group elements (PGEs) were 
determined by ID-ICP-MS. We used 500 mg or more of both me-
teorites for PGA and aliquants of their well homogenized pow-
deres for INAA, IPAA and ICP-MS. 

Results and Discussion: Major, minor and trace element 
compositions of NWA 011 and NWA 2976 are mostly consistent 
with those of eucrites. There appear, however, several unique 
characteristics in chemical compositions of these meteorites; 
NWA011/NWA2976 meteorites contain systematically high con-
tents of siderophile elements (40.3/42.3 ppm vs. 6 ppm for Co 
and 167/197 ppm vs. 27 ppm for Ni) and low contents of Mn 
(0.224/0.227% vs. 0.4210%) and Cr (1120/1160 ppm vs. 2360 
ppm). As these meteorites also have slightly higher Fe contents 
than those of eucrites (16.7-18.0% vs. 14 %,) an apparent dis-
crepancy in Fe/Mn ratios becomes obvious between the two 
NWAs and eucrites (74/79 vs. 30-39). These data show that the 
chemical composition of NWA 2976 is similar to that of NWA 
011 and uniquely different from those of eucrites. 

ICP-MS analysis of MWA 011 confirmed a previously re-
ported, high Ir content [2]. Including Ir, all PGEs were observed 
to be highly enriched in NWA 011 compared with those in typi-
cal eucrites. CI chondrite- and Ni-normalized PGE abundance 
pattern for NWA 011 is rather flat, with I-PGEs (Os, Ir, Ru) be-
ing slightly enriched. Partition behaviors of PGEs between solid 
metal and liquid metal may exclude a possibility that the liquid 
metal penetrated through the silicate phase. More plausibly, the 
PGE-enriched material was introduced to the basaltic silicate and 
both phases were eventually mixed up. As far as the PGE abun-
dance pattern is concerned, IVB iron meteorites can be the best 
candidate of the projectile. 
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